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writer in Fraser contends that poultry 
enjoy musical sounds, stating that he has 
often gratified a feathered audience. A 
noble sock “ would come with all his 
train, and comport himself like e Brat-rate 
critic at the opera, listening with half- 
cloeed eye, while we rang softly “ The 
Meeting of the Water»,” or some other 
wild and aad strain ; and if a stupid or 
inattenlrin hen, intent on her rand bath, 
shuffled too nonily, he woold give her a 
peek to teach her better* manners. The 
performance generally ended with. “Over 
the Hills and for Away !"—the termina
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and high sundiagPap in Houses.—A paper village for 
exportation was recently set op in the 
grounds of e factory. It consisted of ten 
bouses. It is not the simple paper meche 
» ordinarily need, hot contains an ad
mixture oi rags not reduced to pulp, 
which enables it to solidify » hard as a 
board. The wells are double, to ensure 
ventilation, and the partitions have a 
strength end doability which will pot to 
shame the lath and plaster mockeries of 
too many of the London houses that 
Jack builL It was found on trial that 
one of the smaller houses could be pull
ed down and built up again in four
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Chiasm frequently reach the ground, end 
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tions u Italian ladv whose hair reached 
to her foot when she stood upright ; the 
one observation may be made of the 
Greek women. A Prussian soldier bad 
hie hair long enough when loosened lo 
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